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Explainer: What is the polar vortex and why
is it so cold?

Dan Whitcomb, Bill Tarrant 4  M I N  R E A D

(Reuters) - Meteorologists have blamed a phenomenon called the polar vortex for the
bitter cold that has descended on much of the central and eastern United States this
week, forcing residents to huddle indoors, closing schools and businesses and canceling
flights.

The cold front was forecast to hit the Midwest especially hard, with wind chill expected

Snow covered trees pictured in Maryville, Tennessee, U.S., January 29, 2019, in this photo taken from
social media. @TNWeatherCenter/via REUTERS
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to plummet to minus 50F (minus 46C) in Chicago by Tuesday evening and two feet
(60cm) of snow predicted for Wisconsin, according to the National Weather Service.

As ominous as the term polar vortex sounds, meteorologists say the phenomenon is not
new, nor despite its sound does it refer to a cyclone of cold or a freakishly dangerous
storm.

“The term ‘polar vortex’ has become more commonly used in the past couple of years
but the phenomenon has been around forever,” National Weather Service
meteorologist Mark Chenard told Reuters in an interview.

There is some debate among scientists about whether polar vortexes have become more
frequent and, if so, what effect climate change might be having on them.

Chenard said a polar vortex refers to the upper level jet stream that typically circulates
around both the North and South Poles, keeping the coldest air there.

When that jet stream occasionally weakens and buckles, he said, it disrupts weather
patterns - bumping warmer air into Alaska and pushing cold winds down into the U.S.
Midwest and East Coast, Chenard said.

“This (winter) happens to be a pretty extreme example of some of that cold arctic air
making it down to us,” he said.

GLOBAL WARMING

Though the potentially record-shatteringly low temperatures descending on a large
swath of the country may touch off a political debate over global warming, Chenard
said, the phenomenon is not related to climate change.

President Donald Trump, noting wind chill temperatures in
the “beautiful Midwest” are setting records, said in a tweet
Monday evening: “What the hell is going on with Global
Warming? Please come back fast, we need you!”

Jennifer Francis, senior scientist and Arctic expert at the
Woods Hole Research Center in Falmouth, Mass, said that
while the latest move in the polar vortex “may unleash claims
that global warming is a hoax”, the mass of frigid air over

North America is far outweighed by areas elsewhere that are warmer than usual.

Francis said modeling studies offer evidence the stratosphere over the Arctic is

A row of solar panels pictured on snow covered…
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changing and so disruptions to polar vortexes are increasing.

“We are seeing this more often and there are a few studies suggesting that the melting
and warming of the Arctic make these (stratospheric) disruptions more likely than they
used to be,” she said in a telephone interview.

Scientists say higher temperatures in the Arctic have led to
historically low levels of ice there. That, in turn, has led changes
in the jet stream, causing the polar vortex to buckle.

“What we think is going on - and this is a hot topic and by no
means settled science - we think there is one area where ice is
being lost more than anywhere else in the Barents Sea in
Northwest Russia,” Francis said.

“For whatever reason, the ice is disappearing there very fast.”

Reporting by Dan Whitcomb and Bill Tarrant; Editing by James Dalgleish
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Polar vortex to slam U.S. with life-
threatening cold
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Oil giant backs high-tech rescue for
collapsing Arctic ice cellars

Gregory Scruggs 6  M I N  R E A D

KAKTOVIK, Alaska (Thomson Reuters Foundation) - When Inupiaq hunters wrestle a
100-ton bowhead whale back to land from the high seas, the next challenge is where to
store all that meat.

For centuries, the Inupiaq, a Native Alaskan group that lives north of the Arctic Circle,
have dug cellars into the permafrost as a form of natural refrigeration.

Now those “ice cellars” are under threat. Warming temperatures are melting
permafrost, while coastal erosion is exposing the underground chambers.

Rising water, humidity and warmth create food-safety risks for these once-reliable
alternatives to electric freezers.
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Scientists and the Inupiaq are split on whether climate change or human factors, like
shoddy construction, are to blame for the collapsing cellars, found in all eight villages
scattered across Alaska’s North Slope, an area roughly the size of Britain and home to
about 9,800 people.

When it comes to the crumbling cellars, “some communities have it much worse than
others”, said Qaiyaan Harcharek, an Inupiaq anthropologist who hunts for his family’s
food.

Besides whale meat, Inupiaq hunters use the cellars to store caribou, fish, geese, ducks
and walrus, he said.

Harcharek, who is at the planning stage of building a family ice cellar, said Utqiagvik,
the region’s largest settlement, had less of a problem than outlying villages like Point
Lay and Kaktovik, where melting permafrost is more of an issue.

In Kaktovik, a coastal Inupiaq village of about 260 residents at the northern edge of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, nearly all the ice cellars are defunct.

“Most of them have been not in use perhaps since I was a boy,” said Matthew Rexford,
tribal administrator for Kaktovik. Only his family’s cellar still functions, he added.

EXXON MONEY

Under threat of losing this Inupiaq tradition entirely, the Kaktovik Community
Foundation spearheaded a process to design and build a new community ice cellar on
the edge of town, which opened in 2017.

Unlike traditional cellars that are little more than holes in the ground, this facility is
encased in a white metallic shed with reflectors and surrounded by vents.

Inside, the cellar is about 3 meters (10 ft) deep, and has enough room for one whale.

The community plans to expand it to accommodate up to three whales, the village’s
seasonal harvest quota.

In addition to a winch for meat and safety harnesses for people climbing in and out, this
cellar has high-tech heat siphons that eject warm air before it can cause melting and
humidity, along with real-time temperature monitoring.

The $120,000 investment needed to install the cellar was donated as an act of corporate
philanthropy by petroleum company ExxonMobil, which operates the Point Thomson
oil field 100 kilometers (62 miles) west of Kaktovik.
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Oil companies fund much of the infrastructure on the North Slope through royalties
they pay to local government.

But for those who believe global warming caused mainly by burning fossil fuels is a
major contributor to the traditional ice cellars’ demise, the financial backer of the new
start-of-the-art cellar is a slap in the face.

“It’s a superficial, ingenuine check off the box,” Harcharek told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation.

He holds companies like ExxonMobil “hugely responsible” for the rapid warming of the
Arctic, which is rising in temperature twice as fast as the rest of the planet, according to
the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

“It’s a cowardly way of supposedly helping out a people where you’re destroying their
way of life,” he said.

Rexford, who is also president of the community foundation’s board, disagrees. “Folks
try to tie climate change to the oil and gas industry,” he said.

On Jan. 7, the U.S. Supreme Court cleared the way for the
Massachusetts attorney general to obtain records from
ExxonMobil to probe whether the oil firm for decades concealed
its knowledge of the role fossil fuels play in climate change.

ExxonMobil did not respond to repeated requests for comment
on the Alaskan ice cellar project.

FIT FOR A WHALE

There is no scientific consensus on the root cause of the malfunctioning of the
traditional ice cellars.

Scientists monitored 71 cellars in Utqiagvik, formerly called Barrow, from 2005 to 2015,
and found no evidence of thermal change.

But, according to an annual assessment by NOAA, permafrost temperatures in 2016 at
many sites around the Arctic were among the highest recorded, dating back as far as
1978, with some of the biggest increases since 2000 seen in the Alaskan Arctic.

As Harcharek prepares to build his family’s ice cellar in Utqiagvik, he is not taking any
chances.

North Korea's air is growing increasingly
toxic
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He plans to find higher ground, dig deeper, and use more naturally insulating sod, as
well as waterproof PVC pipe.

Whether at risk from a changing climate or old construction techniques with a limited
shelf-life, Harcharek wants his cellar built to last, given the importance the Inupiaq
place on their customary method of preserving food.

“The cultural and spiritual significance is extremely high, and carries just as much
weight as the actual functionality of the ice cellar itself,” he said.

In preparation for each whaling season, the Inupiaq clean their cellars meticulously.

“The belief is if you don’t have a clean ice cellar, the bowhead whale isn’t going to give
itself to that crew because that’s an extension of its home and they want to be placed in
a nice clean home,” he said.
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